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NONLINEAR EVOLUTION OF RAYLEIGH WAVES IN
AN INITIAL VALUE CONTEXT: NON-SYMMETRIC

INPUT AND CROSS-FLOW

T. ALLEN, S. N. BROWN AND F. T. SMITH

Abstract. In recent papers the present authors considered the effects of
small cross-flow on the evolution of two unequal oblique waves. In these
studies the relative size of the crossflow meant that a diffusion (or buffer) layer
was required around the critical layer to smooth out the algebraic growth in
the mean-flow distortion generated by the nonlinear critical-layer interactions.
The present analysis increases the cross-flow to an order of magnitude such
that the buffer and critical layers coalesce. In this instance the nonlinear critical
layer contains viscous as well as nonequilibrium effects. The resulting ampli-
tude equations are solved for perturbations initiated at a fixed station in the
flow.

§1. Introduction. Vortex/wave interaction in which the oncoming bound-
ary layer has a small amount of cross-flow, over a yawed wing for example,
was discussed by Brown and Smith (1996) and the analysis was subsequently
extended to jet type flows with small swirl by the present authors (Allen et al.
1996). Both these studies involve the non-linear interaction of two oblique
inflexional Rayleigh waves, and are a development from those of the symmetric
situations of Brown et al. (1993) and Smith, Brown and Brown (1993, referred
to herein as SBB) to a pair of unequal amplitude input waves. Early papers
in this field, which has attracted considerable attention recently in connection
with theories of laminar/turbulent transition, are those of Hall and Smith
(1988, 1989, 1990, 1991) and, in various flow and parameter regimes, those of
Benney and Chow (1989), Goldstein and Leib (1989), Goldstein and Choi
(1989), Wu (1992) and Wu, Lee and Cowley (1993). The last of these papers
is particularly relevant to the present study and will be referenced here sub-
sequently as WLC.
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Our ultimate aim is to study vortex/wave interactions with a cross flow
that is of order unity in terms of the global Reynolds number R, assumed to
be large. In Brown and Smith (1996) the cross-flow was represented as a
perturbation O(R~I/4) to the flow in the main direction, that of x, and an
adaptation of the SBB approach was appropriate. Two input waves, of differ-
ing amplitudes, made equal angles tan"1 j3/a with the x-direction with the ratio
P/a being O(\). Here a, fi are respectively the wave numbers in the x-direction
and in the z-direction normal to it. In the present study the cross-flow perturba-
tion is increased by an order of magnitude to an O(Rl/(l) value, maintaining
the arbitrary, order unity, angle made by the waves with the x-direction. The
appropriate scales and flow regimes now correspond to those of WLC and we
require the extension of their analysis to non-symmetric input as the presence
of cross-flow precludes the existence of waves of equal amplitude. The resulting
amplitude equations reduce to theirs and to those of Brown and Smith (1996)
in appropriate limits.

Successful studies of an O(\) cross-flow have been made. Notable examples
are that of Tollmien-Schlichting, rather than Rayleigh wave input, by Davis
and Smith (1994), and of the Rayleigh wave study of Gajjar (1995). The latter
has a wave amplitude depending on two space variables but is restricted to the
case of a small angle between the wave and the direction in which the oncoming
profile is inflexional. In both this work, and Gajjar (1996) in which long
wavelengths are examined (see also Bassom and Gajjar 1988), the mainstream
speed at the critical layer is zero or small.

The plan of the present work is as follows. In §2 the equations of motion
and appropriate length scales are set out. In §3 we present the solution in the
core away from the critical level which occurs at an inflexional point of the
basic profile, and the implications of the subsequent match with the critical
layer are noted. In §4 the equations in the neighbourhood of this level are
given, and the required solutions at first and second order are obtained in
§§5, 6. The study represents a fixed-frequency analysis, but involves a "non-
equilibrium" critical layer in x which here replaces the time co-ordinate of
WLC. At each stage of the critical-layer expansion we have followed Hickernell
(1984) and have solved an initial-value problem in x to model a perturbation
initiated at x = 0. For clarity, and to keep track of the calculation, the solutions
are presented in forms corresponding to those of WLC to which they reduce
as the cross-flow parameter [i -*• 0, the amplitude functions become equal and
certain regions of integration become unbounded.

The resulting coupled amplitude equations are discussed and numerical
solutions presented in §§8, 9. They are more general than those of WLC in
that equal amplitudes for the two waves are not possible now, but have very
similar properties in that the terminating singularity, first proposed by
Goldstein and Choi (1989) for an inviscid study corresponding to that of WLC,
is again appropriate here, and has been encountered irrespective of the initial
conditions. An "initial" rather than a terminal singularity proposed by Wu
(1996, private communication), for a related situation in a parameter range in
which Tollmien-Schlichting waves rather than Rayleigh waves are appropriate,
cannot occur here. The paper concludes with further comments in §10.
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§2. The equations of motion and the length scales. The equations required
are the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations non-dimensionalised with a
suitable fundamental length and velocity in the form

* +(4* V)q*-=Vp* + R-'V2q*. (2.1a, b)

In (2.1), q* and p* are the velocity and pressure, t* is a non-dimensional time,
and R is the Reynolds number subsequently assumed to be large.

The physical situation under consideration is that of a classical three-dimen-
sional laminar boundary layer, with flow quantities independent of one of the
horizontal coordinates of which, to leading order in the inverse Reynolds num-
ber, the streamwise velocity profile develops an inflection point, at the station
x* = 0 say, and the flow becomes neutrally stable. Further discussion of this
point is made in §8. Here x*, y*, z* are Cartesian coordinates with the wall at
y* = 0, and u*, v*, w* are the corresponding velocity components.

We now define

£ = R ' 1 ' 1 2 (2.2)

where e « 1 and describe the scales to be employed. The velocity components
«*, v*, w* and pressure in (2.1) are written as

(u*,v*,w*,p*)

= {U(y,x*) + u, £6V(y,x*) + v, £2W(y, x*) + w, P(y,x*)+p} (2.3)

where y= e~by* is the usual boundary-layer variable, and U, £6V, £2W, P are
the velocity components and pressure of the oncoming boundary layer, the
cross-flow £2W being evident here.

The ensuing analysis will be carried out on a fast time-scale, with two fast
length-scales in the principle horizontal direction, a fast length scale in the
transverse direction and the usual normal length-scales for a boundary layer
involving a critical level. Thus

r* = e6r, x* = £bX=sAx, z* = £6z (2.4)

for the time and horizontal length-scales, and

y* = £by=£6(y, + s2Y) (2.5)

for the normal length-scales. In (2.5), yc is the value of y at the critical level
where the horizontal velocity component develops its point of inflection so
that U'o(y\.) = 0 where U0(y)= U(y,0).

There are two regions in which the solution of (2.1) is to be obtained,
namely the core flow in which y=O(\) and the neighbourhood of the critical
layer in which Y= 0(1). In the following section we consider the first of these.

§3. The core flow and the solvability condition. In the core away from the
critical layer we write

< 8 • - , ( 3 . 1 )
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with corresponding expressions for v, w and/) in (2.3). To the order of approxi-
mation required in (3.1) the viscous terms in (2.1) are not necessary and
U, V, Win (2.3) may be replaced by their values, U0(y), VQ(y), W0(y) at x* =
0. Comments on the absence of the effect of the non-parallelism of the basic
flow are made in §8. We also define

E=eia(X-c0T) ( 3 2 )

where a(>0) is the constant wave number in the x* direction and c0 is the
value of U0(y) at the critical layer so that Uo(yc) = co. The faster length and
time scales are confined to E and in addition we write

vx = {A+(x)e't3: + A-(x)e~'p:)Ev\{\y) + c.c. (3.3)

where the constant ft is the transverse wave number and c.c. denotes the com-
plex conjugate. The purpose of this study is to obtain equations satisfied by
the amplitude A±(x). As usual, v\l} satisfies Rayleigh's equation

(Mo-co)(-D2-a2)u(,1)-C/o'uil) = 0, D = d/dy, (3.4)

with t>il)(0) = ui'^oo) =0 and d2 = a2 + ft2. If the streamwise wavenumber a in
(3.2) is prescribed then /3 in (3.4) is determined as the eigenvalue of the Rayleigh
problem.

The quantities u\, w\ and p\ are found as

V ^ + u r - V ^ + cc., (3.5a)
aa \ dy U0-cQ/

v\l) — v\]) ){A+eiPz - A^ip'-)E + c.c, (3.5b)
U0-c0 )

ia ( dv\ \
P^~i \U'oVi-(UQ-co)— +c.c, (3.5c)

a \ dy I

where in (3.5a) the ̂ -independent vortex terms in exp (±2/)8z) are forced by
the critical layer as will be seen in §4 below.

For v2 we write, since it is also found to contain a vortex contribution
forced by the critical layer,

f ^ e ^ + v ^ e ^ + cc. (3.6)

and find that i>2U) satisfies

A'+(x)\ iC°U" 7-2ia] + ̂ A^-\W^-^^}\ (3.7)
\a(U0-c0)

2 ) a U0-c0\ U»-cQ/
n

subject to ^l '1)(0) = u^1'"(oo) = 0. The equation for V2~~l) is obtained by replac-
ing A+ by A- and p by -0 in (3.7).

Since U'o(yc) = 0 the solution v\l) of (3.4) is regular at y=yc with
v\l\yc)= 1 say. We shall see that a match with the critical layer of §4 requires
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V2A) to be continuous at y = y\- but that as y -+yc ± 0 the derivative

^ f — « / ( * ) log \y-yc\ +/(
±

U) (3.8)
dy

where, by reduction of the order of equation (3.7) or otherwise,

and

(U0- CO)

Uo - c01 Uo- Co
0

In (3.9), U'c= U'o(y'c) etc. and in (3.10) the integrals are to be interpreted as
Cauchy principal values. When the jump in the derivative in (3.8) is matched
to the appropriate term in the critical layer the required amplitude equation is
obtained.

The argument of this section, including the insertion of the vortex terms
into (3.5a) and (3.6), is exactly analogous to that of WLC although those
authors allowed for more than one critical layer for each of which the corre-
sponding v\ul) could be singular. To simplify the calculation they took A+ (x) =
A-(x) and consequently v\lA) = v\u~'\ As can be seen from (3.7) the presence
of the cross-flow Wo means that this is not possible here and consequently A±

must both be retained.
At first sight it might seem that the cross-flow effects could be eliminated

by a rotation of axes. However this is not so as may be appreciated as follows.
The basic flow is, until the vortex of order e6 intrudes in U\, z-independent.
The x* direction is thus determined and it is the velocity component in this
direction that is assumed to have an inflection point at x* = 0 leading to a non-
trivial solution of Rayleigh's equation. The waves, of amplitude A± respec-
tively, make equal and opposite 0(1) angles tan"1 ft/a with this direction,
while the mainstream makes an angle O(s2) with it. This is in contrast with
the work of Gajjar (1995) in which the angle between the waves and the
inflection direction is small although the cross-flow is (9(1). In Gajjar (1996)
both wavelengths are taken to be large.

It is clear from (3.5) and (3.8) that it is necessary to consider the neighbour-
hood of the critical layer where y = y,.and Uo(yc) = co. The solution is formula-
ted in the following section.

§4. The relevant equations in the neighbourhood of the critical layer. To
discuss the neighbourhood of the critical layer we require the variable Y defined
in (2.5) by

y = yc.+ e2Y, (4.1)
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and write, for u, v, w,p in (2.3)

M=£4t / l + £ 6 L/ 2 +e 8 [ / 3 + . . . , (4.2a)

v=s6V] + ssV2+s]0Vi + ..., (4.2b)

w=s4Wl + s6W2+£slV] + . . . , (4.2c)

p=s6P] + £8P2+e]0P3 + .... (4.2d)

The poles in (3.5a, b) in ut, w\ at y = yc lead to the increased orders of magni-
tude of u, w in this layer. The functions U, V, W, P in (2.3) are expanded near
x* = 0 and y = yc in the form

U(y, x*) = co + £2b\ Y+ £4c, x + s\dx ^ 3

*) = ro-£
2ci Y+e^nx-kd, Y2) + . . .,

(4.3a-d)
W ( y , x * ) = g o + £ 2

g i Y + \ h + l Y 2 )

P(y, x*)=qo+ £Aq^x+£*q2x
2 + .. .,

in which all the coefficients are constants determined by the non-interactive
oncoming boundary layer. Terms C(£8 log £) have been omitted from (4.2a, c)
and O(£w log E) from (4.2b, d) as these terms automatically match to the core
flow and have no effect on the amplitude equations.

The equations for Uh Vh Wh P, in (4.2) are obtained from (2.1) to (2.5)
as follows.

(a) The continuity equation. Equation (2.1a) leads to

C(U],Vl,W]) = 0, (4.4a)

C(Uh Vj,Wj) = -dUj-l/3x, 7 = 2 ,3 , (4.4b)

where

dU 8V dW
C(U,V,W) = — + — + — . (4.5)

dX d Y dz

(b) The x-momentum equation. The first component of equation (2.1b)
gives

Mx(U1,V1,Pi) = 0, (4.6a)
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dz dz dx I dx\

-, V U Irs £ / _ \ T V 2 3 2 / ' ^ * '
OZ GZ \ O A OZ /

where

MAU, V,P) = b<

Here, following WLC, we have multiplied the viscous terms by a book-keeping
parameter X so that the inviscid limit A = 0 can be readily identified.

(c) The >'-momentum equation. The second component of equation
(2.1b) gives

^ = 0, ^ = 0, (4.8a, b)
dY dY

OP, , 8Vi 3Vt dVx

— =-*i^^7-fo- go-r-. (4.8c)
dY dX ox dz

(d) The z-momentum equation. The third component of equation (2.1a)
gives

dWx
~ -ro—-gi Vi-gi Y— - ,
dx dY oz

dW2 dW, dW2 dWx dW2 dW,
i—+ U2 -+ K, + V2 -+ Wt-^+ W2 ~^1

dX dX dY dY dz dz
..... , . -.. , dW2

-xcx -(dxxY+ib^Y*)— -bx Y —
dX dX dx

-gl V2-g2YVx-gx 7
dx dY dY dz

(4.9a-c)
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where

— - A - - . (4.10)
OX Ox dz dz dz~

Henceforth we shall ignore the linear forcing on the right-hand sides of equa-
tions (4.4), (4.6), (4.8) and (4.9). As usual, see for example WLC, SBB or
any of the earlier examples of linear critical layers, whether viscous or non-
equilibrium or, as here, a combination of both, the effect of these terms on the
jump J+ — J- in (3.10) is to increase the logarithm in (3.8) by in sgn b\ as y
goes from yc — 0 to jv + 0. Thus the linear forcing terms in the equations of
this section give a contribution to J+ — / of

(J('J) - J ( U ] ) ) L = inf(x) sgn b, (4.11)

where/(x) is defined in (3.9). This must be added to the non-linear contribu-
tion in the conclusion.

The following section contains the solutions for the leading terms

§5. The leading-order solutions in the critical layer. Since, with a few
unimportant exceptions, our solution will reduce to that of WLC when go = Q
and A+ = A~, i.e., when the cross-flow is zero and the two waves in (3.3) have
equal amplitude, we use their notation when convenient. As there it follows
from (4.4a), (4.6a), (4.8a), that

Vx=(A+(x)e'Pz + A-{x)e~'p:)E+c.c, (5.1)

/>! = ^ F , , (5.2)
a

on use of (3.5c). Equation (4.9a) may be written as

LWL0Wt

dz

where, by definition,

(5.3)

ii4z-^ (5-4)
If we write

c. (5.5)

and define

Q. = ablY/c0, s = XbU2/(3cl), (i=Pgo/co (5.6)
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then the solution of (5.3) for W[['l) is

coa

To obtain W\l'~l) it is necessary to replace A+ by A-, (i by —/? and n by —ji.
Finally, if

. (5.8)

then it follows from the continuity equation (4.4a) that

U\l'±iy=T^-W\l-±l). (5.9)
a

The form of the solution (5.7) is that used by WLC and is relevant when
/l+(x)->0 as x—> — oo. Indeed in the inviscid limit s = O, this condition is
necessary for the integral to converge. We prefer here to focus attention on a
perturbation that is initiated at x = 0 with A(0) prescribed and U\, W\, initially
zero. To satisfy this condition, the upper limit in the integral in (5.7) must be
replaced by x. With this change equation (5.3) is still satisfied but, from (5.7),
for | Y\ » 1 ,

W\lA) * —£-[A+(x)-A+(0)e~'xie-'(-a+l')x]. (5.10)

The first of these terms is exactly as required to match with the pole predicted
by (3.5b). The second term is analogous to that encountered by Hickernell
(1984) in his discussion of time-dependent critical layers in shear flows on the
beta plane. It can be shown to match to an eigensolution in the core and has
no effect on the amplitude equation for A±(x). A similar conclusion was
reached by Hickernell who described it as a transient of the initial value
problem. Further discussion of this point is deferred to §8.

§6. The solutions at the second order. At the second order the terms with
subscript 2 in (4.2) take the form

V2= F<°-V^+ v?--2)e-2lfh+ Vf-0)E2 + cc,

W2 = wf-2)e2i(>: + Wf " 2)e-2ip: + Wf0) (6.1 a-c)

+ (Wf'2)e2iliz+ W^~2)e-2'^+ W?-0))E2+ c.c,

where the lack of symmetry (A+ / AJ) leads to the introduction of the two z-
independent terms in (6.1c). From (4.8b), P2 is independent of Y and may be
calculated from the outer solution if required. First harmonic, O(E), contribu-
tions to (6.1) will not subsequently be required.
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For convenience we now define

(6.2)

so that for example, in (5.7) with the upper limit of integration replaced by x,
( M 2

(a) The solutions for V2. As in WLC equations may be found for the
components of 82V2/dY2. From (4.4b), (4.6b), (4.8b), (4.9b) these are found
to be

dx a2cl
, (6.3)

3 A
Co 1- 2iab\ Y r

dx 8Y2 dY2

a2d
, (6.4)

with the equation for V2
0' 2) to be obtained by interchanging the plus and

minus signs, in the sub and superscripts on the right-hand side of (6.3). Also
in (6.3), and subsequently, the tilde denotes complex conjugation.

The solutions of (6.3), (6.4) are

d2Vf'2) _ 2ip2alb\
dY2

dY2

a2ct

2ip2a3

a2d

, (6.5)

where, as in WLC equations (3.36) to (3.39),

, (6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9a)

(6.%)
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The solution for 82ViU^2)/dY2 may be written down by analogy with (6.5).
In equations (6.5) and (6.6) the region of integration in the ^77-plane is denoted
by A. In the case of the initial value problem this is the triangle in the positive
quadrant over which the arguments of the unknown amplitudes in the integrals
are positive, namely 0 < £ + 77 =^x. If decay as x —• — 00 is to be prescribed then
the region of integration is the whole positive quadrant.

(b) The solutions for W2. The equations for the mean-flow distortion
Wl

2'
0) may be written as

•Xt-A-xT], (6.10)
dx 8Y-J a2cl

while W2°'2) may be obtained from the continuity equation as

2/3 dY
(6.11)

The solution for W2
um, which is zero in WLC since the right-hand side of

(6.10) vanishes when A+ = A- and fi=0, is

4^
a c0

(6.12)

For W{2'2) the equation to be satisfied is

^ (6.13)
ox 01 ) a C-Q

the solution of which is

a Co
A

xA+(x-T])A+(x-ri-Z)d£dTi. (6.14)

Finally the equation for W2
2'0) in (6.1c) is

^ ^ - ^ l A + xT-A-xtl (6.15)
a c0

with solution

(6.16)
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(c) The solutions for U2. The equations for the mean-flow distortions
Uf'0) and Uf'2) may be written as

(6.17)

(6.18)

dx BY2 a2cl

a T]c0

the solutions of which are

dUffi\
dY

P2a2b]
d2d

7( 0 ) (£ , -(x- TJ)A-(X-T]-

(6.19)

dY

- (x- 7])A+ (x-ri-% (6.20)

In (6.20), 7<,02)(£, 7]) is the function defined in (3.48) of WLC, namely

The continuity equation yields the remaining coefficients in (6.1b) as

Tj(2,0) _

2

(6.21)

(6.22)

^•±2). (6.23)

The vortex terms with exponents (0, 2) in (3.5a) and (3.6) are induced by the
critical layer as may be verified on examination of (6.5) and (6.20). From (6.5)
it follows that

2a

aAcl
+{x- T])A-(x- (6.24)

n=oc=o

and from (6.20) that

7,-0

(6.25)
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The quantities U2, V2, W2 of this section together with U\, Vu W\ of §5 enable
us to determine the amplitude equation for the unknown functions A±. This
task is undertaken in the following section where the equation for
82V\,lA)/8Y2 is considered.

§7. The components of the amplitude equation. To complete the amplitude
equation in (3.10) it is necessary to determine the fundamental V\x'y)el®~E con-
tribution to 8 VT, J8 Y. As explained previously we shall retain only the nonlinear
forcing at this stage, leaving the linear contribution to the amplitude equation
to a brief discussion in §8.

The equation for 82V3/8Y2 is

8 , , , 8 8 X82\82V,
dx 8X 8z 8Y2} 8Y2

8 jdF, 8U2 dVi 8W2 8V2 8UX 8V2 8WX

~ 8Y\8X 8Y 8Z 8Y 8X ~8Y 8Z 8Y

JdUi 8U2 dUi 8W2 8WX 8U2 8W, 8W2

\8X 8X 8z 8X 8X 8z 8z 8z

8X8Y 8Y1 8z8Y.

where, on the right-hand side, the linear terms have not been included and any
terms that clearly have no e'PzE component have been ignored.

Following WLC we write the equation for 82V^1A)/8Y2 as

8 • • • " - ^ W > dM (7.2)
8x r° 8Y2j 8Y2 8Y

where M is the sum Mo + M\ + M2 + M3 4- M4 and

M o = / — <A+(a U2°-0) + p W?-0)) + A-(a U2°-2) + p W2°-2))
8Y

-A+(a U2
22) + p W(

2
2'2)) + A. (a Uffi) + p W2

2fi))}

H~2,i(x -~—~—~~ V\" —4or LI] ' U\'
8Y

M^i^iA+iaOr' + PWr^ + A

= 2ia — Vf'-2)-Aa2U^'-X)Uf'-2\ (7.3a-e)

8Y
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In (7.3) the terms Wf'^, w¥'0)a.re absent in the zero cross-flow case in the
symmetric situation with A+ = A- since then they are identically zero.

The contributions to

(7.4)
BY

from Mo to M4 are calculated in turn. For each we solve, with / = 0 to 4,

<7.5|

As in WLC the contribution to (7.4) from Mo is zero. That from M, is found
to be

eKm(^n)e-2^
a c0

a cl

(7.6)

In (7.6) the region of integration A, is, in the situation where the amplitudes
are assumed to decay as x -» - oo, the whole positive quadrant of the ^-plane.
However in the situation where the disturbance is taken to be initiated at x =
0, which is of more importance to us here, Ai is the triangle in the positive
quadrant over which the arguments of the amplitude functions in (7.6) are
positive, that is, the triangle 2£+ r\<x. Also Km(%, 77) is as defined in (3.68)
of WLC, namely

* ( 0 > ( § , i7)=«r-'(2*3+3*2l» (7.7)

and (7.6) may be compared with their (3.66) in the limit /.i=0, A+ = A-.
The quantities Uf'~2\ V(2K~2> appearing in M2 do not follow easily from

(6.5), (6.20); we follow WLC by making use of equation (4.6b) relating them
and write

0Y2 flY2
(7.8)
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It is found that Q2 satisfies

0,-2)

= 2ta{ dY dY - - • dY

;R2mU 1 2 r r < ' . - l ) 1 1 ~ , 3 T T ( \ , ~ 1 )

. „ i- (7-9)ay2 *, ay
As (7.6) contains the amplitude A-.(x — 2^-t]) multiplying

A±(x-E,)AT(x-E,- 77) with unequal kernels, so does the result for
1 ^ £M^- We solve for Q2 in (7.9) and find finally that

a c0
A,

(7.10)

J
where

x \(v-Q[\+6s(^-O(ri + C)]e ^ n dvdC, (7.11)J
0

4
a

0

0
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and

* ( 1 ) (£ , 77) = ^ 3 + "1 + (^") 3 1, (7.13)

and Km is denned in (7.7). Comparison of (7.10), (7.11), (7.12) with (3.75)
of WLC shows how their contribution to the kernel has split between the
unequal A+,A~.

To solve (7.5) withy = 3 write

3Y2 ^ bt dY2 dY

to find that Q3 satisfies

a Co

5y2/ a2cl 3Y2

+ I^~1)Y* 8Y>~' ( '

After solving equation (7.15) we find, analogously to (7.10), that

(7.16)

where

0 0

x [1 + 6s( £ + r/ + C)2( <? " O K ' ^ ^ W i C (7.17)

and

We note that (7.17) is exactly the kernel contribution of WLC (3.81) and, in
contrast to the result of (7.10), it has split equally between the unequal A+, A-.
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The final requirement is the solution of (7.5) with 7 = 4. On substitution
for W{

2
2'0) in (7.3e) from (6.16) we obtain

- o c A,

*[A+(x- $)A-{x- Z- 77)- A-(x- Z)A+(x- S- ^e'2""1]

xA-(x-2^-ri)d^dr] (7.19)

where

i

Kw{ Z, 77) = Kx (£ , 77) j n( £ - C)n 0 ( ^ 77, Od{. (7.20)
0

As expected the contribution from M4 given in (7.19) vanishes when \i =0 and

Addition of (7.6), (7.10), (7.16) and (7.19) yields

BY _ _
Ai

e

(7.21)

where

77)

0

0
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a
0 0

7? + O2]es(2v + ill)v2

(7.22)

J
and

: „ ($ , 77)

o

x [1 + 6s( E, -

(7.23)

Equations (7.22), (7.23) illustrate the split of the kernel (3.85) of WLC when
A+ =£A-. It is not clear that the form of the split could have been anticipated
without undertaking the details of the calculation. The final term in the braces
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with factor 2p2/d2 does not appear in K, + K2 so is not evident in the kernel
when A+ = A- and n = 0.

In the next section we assemble the contributions to the amplitude equations
and discuss their possible forms, boundary conditions and termination before
finally presenting numerical solutions in §9.

§8. The amplitude equations. The final amplitude equations are obtained
by matching [dV{

3
]A)/dY]-x from the critical-layer solution to the jump in

dv2
hl)/dy predicted by the core in (3.8). This is the difference J{+A)- J(2-l) as

set out in (3.10). In the discussion of the critical layer we did not specifically
display the linear forcing terms because, as is customary in studies involving
linear critical layers, whether viscous or non-equilibrium or both, the effect of
such terms is that the logarithm in (3.8) increases by in sgn bx as y increases
through yc and there is an addition to the jump as specified in (4.11). We
define

BAx) = e^"xA±{x) (8.1)

and write the resulting equations as

±FB±(x)
A]

= 0 (8.2)

where, in (8.2), the kernels KX,K2 are given in (7.22), (7.23), Y = \n$1o?b\!
(a2cl) and C, F are constants obtained from the outer solution. If we denote
the two integrals appearing in (3.10) by J\, J2 where

(Jo-coj Uo-c0

0

then

U] _

c0

(8.4)

The constants g0, g2, b3 were introduced in (4.3), and the presence of the terms
in n confirms that the linear contribution to (8.2) has been incorporated. We
note that the constant F embodies the cross-flow contribution and precludes
the existence of a solution of (8.2) with equal amplitude waves B+ = B-.
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The expressions described in the previous sections can be generalized to
include the case where the wave is generated at a small, O(E2), distance down-
stream of the neutral position taken here as x* = 0. In this instance the expan-
sions are made about the point x* = s2x0 and the analysis described previously
follows through, the minor changes affecting the linear terms only. With this
modification equation (8.2) becomes

C — + (zL±F)B±-rN{B±,Br) = 0 (8.5)
dx

where N denotes the non-linear term, r is proportional to x0, the distance from
criticality, and L is a complex constant derived from an integral of the basic
profile U0(y). This extra term, which is the same for both equations in (8.5),
was introduced by Goldstein and Choi (1989) (see also WLC) to allow the
nonlinear solutions to (8.5) to match back, as x—> — oo, with an initial region
of exponentially growing waves.

Comments concerning the behaviour of B± as x —> — oo are applicable to
the situation when A, in (8.2) is the whole positive quadrant in the ^ry-plane.
The preceding analysis is appropriate to that case but we see from (8.5) that
a sufficiently large r with

R e ( ( r L ± F ) / C ) < 0 (8.6)

must be chosen if both solutions of (8.5) are to decay as x ->-co . In the
absence of cross-flow the wave-number pairs (a, ±/?) both lie on the neutral
stability curve and any non-zero r enables the analysis to be undertaken in the
unstable region. However, when cross-flow is present, the neutral curve is
perturbed so that one of the pairs moves into the unstable region and the other
into the stable region. The condition (8.6) may be interpreted as requiring
that the distance into the unstable region is large enough to counteract the
perturbations to the neutral curve and thus to force the wave-number pairs to
remain within the unstable region.

The possible behaviour of the solutions of (8.2) or (8.5) as x -* -oo is not,
however of great concern to us. We are anticipating a scenario in which Ai is
the triangle 2£ + 77 < x in the positive quadrant of the £?7-plane and B±(0) are
prescribed. As noted after (5.10), and pointed out by Hickernell (1984), further
terms are thus introduced into the core flow. Eigensolutions of the core flow
equations may be constructed with arbitrary functions whose determination is
expected to require a specification of the exact setting up of the waves consid-
ered here. The additional solutions may be regarded as transients of such an
initial value problem and do not affect the main result, equation (8.2), of this
paper.

§9 Numerical results. In this section results of numerical integrations of
equations (8.5) for representative choices of the coefficients are described. To
reduce the number of possibilities, B± and x are rescaled so that F = ± 1 and
R e F = l . The kernels Kx(£, T]),K2(^, 77) were calculated numerically using
Simpson's rule for the viscous case s=\ with a grid spacing of 001. In the
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inviscid limit with s = 0 they reduce to

(9.1)

a' a

Solutions of the amplitude equations are presented for the chosen set of
coefficients:

B2 1
C=\-\i, F=\+ki, ^7 = - . (9.2)

a 4

Calculations were performed for other choices of these coefficients but showed
only quantitative rather than qualitative changes in the solution behaviour.

Figures 1 a, b show inviscid solutions for F = ± 1 respectively for r — 0. The
initial conditions were B+ (0) = B (0) = 1 but the non-zero cross-flow parameter
F in (9.2) forces the amplitudes to develop unequally. As can be seen, in both
cases there is an initial linear stage involving exponential decay of B+ and
growth of B~ followed by nonlinear interaction which forces rapid growth of
B+. Indeed if, in the linear growth/decay stage, BTcce±Sx, the non-linear
interaction raises B+ from an exponential decay to a magnitude O{xAeSx). It
can be seen in all computations presented that | B+ | overtakes | B- | soon after
the mutual interaction occurs. This explosive growth of both amplitudes is
rapidly followed by termination in an algebraic singularity that is essentially
identical to that of Goldstein and Choi (1989), and takes the form
B± x ao(xs — x)~li + "y) as x->xs — 0 where a is a real and ao a complex constant
satisfying

,ri)

[(1 + £ )(l + 1 + 77)p^'CT)(l +2£ + Tjyv-^dZ dr\. (9.3)

In (9.3), K=K\ + K2 where K\, K2 take their inviscid form as in (9.1). At this
point it is worth noting that for fixed values of the other parameters in (8.5),
the change of sign of F does not affect the final outcome, but does influence
the behaviour immediately prior to the singularity in that the amplitudes
become highly oscillatory when F is positive.

In Figs 2a, b results are presented for the viscous case s = 1 and F = ± 1
respectively. Again B+ (0) = B- (0) = 1 and we observe that, as noted by WLC,
the main effect of the viscosity is to delay, but not prevent, the formation of
the singularity. Figures 3a, b illustrate the effect of changing the initial condi-
tions to B+(0) = 2, fl_(0) = l.
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X

X

Figure 1. Solutions of (8.5) in the inviscid limit s = 0 with (a) F = 1
and dashed lines denote the solutions B and B+ respectively.

and (b) P = - l . The solid

Finally, in Figs 4a, b we show a specimen case with non-zero r so that the
solution may be matched as x -»— oo to an initial linear exponentially growing
stage. For illustration, here r = 1 and L = — 2-5 to ensure that (8.6) is satisfied.
Here both B+ and B- decay as x —> — oo but, as with solutions initiated at x = 0
as discussed above, after the waves have grown to a sufficiently large amplitude,
similar nonlinear interactions take place and the solutions again terminate in
a singularity.

In their computations of (8.5) with .F=0, B+ = B- and decaying solutions
as x-* - o o , WLC found that for sufficiently large values of A, the viscous
parameter, it was possible to obtain solutions with exponential decay as x -* oo
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Figure 2. Viscous solutions of (8.5) when J = 1 with (a) T = 1 and (b) T = - l .

rather than a terminal singularity at a finite value of x. They showed that this
was not unexpected in that, as A -> oo, they were able to show that their ampli-
tude equation reduced to a form of that of SBB with the non-parallel term
there replaced by a constant. This was known to possess decaying solutions
for certain values of the coefficients. Indeed, they found a simple solution of
their limiting equation demonstrating the property. An analysis similar to
theirs may be applied to (8.5), to show that as A-> oo, it reduces to the pair
of equations derived by Brown and Smith (1996) for cross-flow of O(e3), with
the non-parallel term there either absent (in the case r = 0) or replaced by a
constant. No decaying solutions of that system were encountered, and it may
be shown that no decaying solutions of the corresponding limiting system
obtained here can exist either with r = 0 and initial conditions at x = 0, or with
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0 1 2 3
X

1 5 -
(b)

Figure 3. As figure 2 but with different initial conditions.

x 7̂  0 and conditions of exponential decay at minus infinity. Again, for the
particular case of f)2/a.2 = \, as in WLC, the non-linear terms in (8.5) vanish
in both limits A = 0 and A= oo, and for large but finite A, WLC encountered
solutions that settled into a periodic form as x (their t) increased. Whether
analogous periodic solutions exist in the present non-symmetric cross-flow
situation has not been established.

10. Conclusions. In this fixed-frequency study of the non-linear interaction
of two waves of unequal amplitude in a predominantly two-dimensional bound-
ary layer with small cross-flow we have concentrated on disturbances initiated
at an inflexion point of the basic flow (cf. the spatio-temporal formulations
developed in Savin (1996), Smith (1996) for general initial conditions). The
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Figure 4. As figure 2 but now solutions are forced to match back to an initial linearly-growing

stage by a positive value of the r parameter.

critical layer is of non-equilibrium type in x and forces an adjustment to the
basic flow in a manner that is now well understood. Although there have been
many studies of boundary-layer instability and its interpretation as a precursor
of laminar/turbulent transition, some of which are noted here in the Introduc-
tion, the present work essentially represents an extension of the work of Brown
and Smith (1996) to higher values of the cross-flow. The scalings involved
take the investigation into the parameter range of WLC and the analysis has
intentionally been set into their mould to permit cross-checking where
applicable.

The resulting coupled amplitude equations are interpreted as an initial-
value problem in the manner of Hickernell (1984) and are solved numerically
for representative values of the constant coefficients. All solutions terminated
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with the singularity of Goldstein and Choi (1989) although viscosity delayed
its onset. Presumably the singularity is smoothed out in the equivalent of an
Euler region, the study of which is beyond the scope of this paper. As the
viscosity parameter A -> oo the limiting situation is that of Brown and Smith
(1996), while as the cross-flow parameter go in equation (5.4) increases it seems
that the critical layer divides into two separated layers although no account
has been taken here of this observation. It is intended to exploit this in future
work. The study differs from those of Gajjar (1995, 1996) in that, although
the cross-flow here is of smaller magnitude, the speed of the basic flow at the
critical layer position is not necessarily small, nor is the angle between the
imposed waves.
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